"Packaging" space the easy way... with sculptured concrete curtain walls

From broad, vaulted lobby to spacious top-floor executive offices, this new headquarters building reflects Purex Corporation's regard for modern, efficient packaging of their products.

62,000 feet of floor space were enclosed with only forty panels of precast concrete fastened directly to the 3-story frame. Sculptured curtain wall panels, cast from an original leaf design by artist John Edward Svenson, point up the beautiful effects possible with modern concrete. Reusable molds will provide identical panels for future expansion of the building.

Today, architects find distinctive design and advanced construction techniques grow readily from concrete's infinite versatility.
Wisconsin Field Stone—massive hard and colorful granite deposited in Wisconsin's moraine country by the last great glacier. A rugged stone that provides a glory of texture.
Hard burned clay pavers, in pleasing red and buff colors, blend well with many interior color schemes. They are long wearing, skid resistant, sanitary, chemical and shock resistant. They are especially superior when an easy to maintain, long wearing floor is needed. Pavers are also well suited for exterior walkways - especially where a skid resistant surface is desirable. Solid Step Brick in red and buff in regular brick size are also available - as is 8” by 8” by 1” patio tile in a basic red color. Pavers - Solid Step Brick - Patio Tile; whenever the need for a floor surfacing unit presents itself, one of the Goodwin Companies manufacturing divisions has the right product to do the job.

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO SEND SAMPLES

GOODWIN COMPANIES

MANUFACTURING DIVISIONS
DESI MOINES CLAY COMPANY
MASON CITY BRICK AND TILE COMPANY
OSKALOOSA CLAY PRODUCTS COMPANY
OTTUMWA BRICK AND TILE COMPANY
REDFIELD BRICK AND TILE COMPANY

MASON CITY
Brick and Tile Company
513 FOSHAY TOWER
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN
Q BLOCK builds the natural addition to the world of Outdoor Living. You now find this stylish mark of quality creating patios, fences, partitions, walks, barbecue pits, pools and planters. Countless varieties of Q BLOCK give you wider design and pattern latitude than any other outdoor building material. Q BLOCK cannot rot or rust and requires little maintenance over the years.

BEST BLOCK COMPANY
West 140 N. 5998 Lilly Road
BUTLER, WIS.
This is **MOSAIC** Panel Wall*

It is 66% lighter than Pre-cast Panels.

**IT IS A COMPLETE INTERIOR-EXTERIOR WALL SYSTEM.**

... weighs only 10 to 16 pounds per square foot ... saves you money in structural framing ... saves installation time; two men can place 40 to 50 panels (average, 40 square feet each) per day ... saves cost of large rigging crews and heavy lifting equipment ... rig shown cost only $450, required only two men to operate.

**IT HAS A TWO-HOUR FIRE RATING.**

... tested in accordance with the standard method of fire tests of building construction and materials, ASTM Designation E 119-61 ... meets the requirements for Class A construction by The New York City Board of Standards and Appeals ... saves the cost and weight of expensive back-up construction.

**IT IS PRE-FINISHED**

IN A WIDE VARIETY OF SURFACE-MATERIALS.

... ceramic mosaics, glass mosaics, stone mosaics, raised aggregates, flat aggregates, limestones, marbles, granites ... gives the designer unlimited variety in texture, pattern, color and scale ... all materials are set with special flexible, waterproof and frost-resistant materials, under strict quality-control at the factory.

**ITS INTERIOR SURFACE CAN BE FINISHED.**

... with gypsum wall board, gypsum lath and plaster or metal lath and plaster ... it even has a space to run conduit.

**IT IS PRE-INSULATED.**

... two layers of insulation give the wall a "U" Factor of .09 ... sound reduction qualities are excellent.

**IT IS FLEXIBLE IN DESIGN.**

... you specify the exterior and interior finish, the size ... can be furnished with or without window units, glazed or unglazed ... you can also specify matching column covers and thin veneering panels for remodeling work or new construction.

**IT IS BACKED BY THE MOSAIC TILE COMPANY.**

... a large, long time supplier to the construction industry who knows your problems and can supply you with on-the-spot assistance. If you are contemplating panel construction of this type, we would welcome an inquiry direct or through your nearest Mosaic representative. "Mosaic" is the trademark of The Mosaic Tile Company.

*(Patent Pending)*

**MEMBER THE PRODUCERS’ COUNCIL, INC.**
This month's cover combines symbols of the manufacturer's approach to the building industry and the groups that serve them both. The line design originated on a booklet produced by the United States Steel Corp, for architects and engineers. The booklet then received an award for excellence from the Producers' Council, a national group that links manufacturers, architects, engineers, and home builders. Because the council is the one commercial affiliate of the American Institute of Architects, the design becomes a fitting symbol for this issue, which tells of the council's work in the nation and in Wisconsin (see page 11). In the picture above, President Leonard Reinke (center) of the Wisconsin A.I.A. Chapter watches Robert Flannery (left), Milwaukee Producers' Council president for 1964, accept the gavel of office from 1963 President Harry Wittwer.

Mr. Frederick G. Schmidt, Editor
The Wisconsin Architect
781 North Jefferson Street
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin

Dear Mr. Editor:

I was delighted to read in the June 1964 issue of the Wisconsin Architect the tribute to Julius S. Sandstedt who has just completed three years service as Director representing the North Central Region AIA. Victor Gilbertson has summed up very well the tremendous contribution Sandy has made to his region, to the AIA, and to the profession. Only one who has served in that same capacity can understand how very demanding the job of Regional Director can be.

All of us who are members of the Institute would certainly wish to join with Victor Gilbertson in honoring Sandy Sandstedt for his considerable contributions and for his devotion to the American Institute of Architects.

Sincerely yours,

J. Roy Carroll, Jr., FAIA
"The City—Visible and Invisible"

It was never quite clear if Louie showed up in St. Louis after all the urging of the 1904 World’s Fair melody. But since then, just about everyone else has paid a visit at one time or another to the Mississippi city where a big and generous welcome is a metropolitan tradition.

In mid-June, more than 3,000 architects from every corner of the country found their way to St. Louis for the 90th annual convention of the American Institute of Architects. Among them were 20 corporate members from Wisconsin. Thirteen of these signed up as delegates before registrations at the Chase-Park Plaza hotel closed on June 14.

For three days before all the delegates arrived, some facets of the convention were under way at the hotel, which served as general headquarters. From June 11 to 13, the A.I.A. Board of Directors met through the day. The National Council of Architectural Registration Boards met for two days. Other groups formed and moved forward with their business. And luncheons, banquets and social hours punctuated the pre-convention work sessions.

Sunday, June 14, was the official start, when product exhibits opened, city tours began and a week long agenda of meetings moved ahead. Organizational business took up much of the two days following: meetings of Ladies’ Auxiliaries, state and chapter presidents and officers, the resolutions committee, the Producers’ Council and the general membership. Award presentations were the second major items on Monday and Tuesday, honoring creators of buildings and homes, works of fine art and artful photography.

The nine hour professional program began Wednesday morning. To fully explore its theme — The City, Visible and Invisible — authorities on many facets of community living had come from all over the United States. Their subjects, designed to lay open the elaborate structure of a city to the men who make it grow, were specific and often non-architectural. A university chancellor talked of law and justice, a Yale professor spoke on community attitudes that are inspired by religion and United States Surgeon General Dr. Luther H. Terry told of health problems and their solution where many people are gathered together. Explaining the links between cities and their locale, their state and the nation were St. Louis Mayor Raymond Tucker, Kansas Governor John Anderson Jr. and New

(Continued to page 20)
The St. Louis skyline (left) fronts on the Mississippi River. At right is the uncompleted Gateway Arch, designed by Eero Saarinen. In the city's Forest Park is a new planetarium (above). An artist's rendition (right) shows the arch and a new 55,000 seat stadium also under construction in the civic center. The Climatron greenhouse (below) stands in Shaw's Garden, the world's second largest botanical park.

CONVENES IN ST. LOUIS
Caveat Emptor

By Glenn Chell

Considering the ancient source of the warning, *caveat emptor*, it must be concluded that imminent danger for the buyer has existed ever since the inception of the market place. And it still does, wherever there is an exchange of goods or services involving a buyer and a seller.

"Let the architect and owner beware," is paraphrasing to be sure. But the altered adage is no less valid, because owners of buildings are buyers and architects, as their agents, are in a modified sense buyers too. Since construction of a building is extremely complex, involving many trades and innumerable products and services, one can readily appreciate that buyers have a reasonable right to be both wary and apprehensive as to what the finished product will be. A building, as a product, is unique in the sense that the owner, or buyer, does not know what he has bought until it has been completed. Accordingly, carefully worded specifications are drawn up covering every phase of the work to be performed. This, in effect, establishes a list of forces that will shape the product. After the completion of plans and specifications, the architect and owner are ready to create a list of opposing forces — in this case, general contractors who represent the sellers. What happens at this point — how this list is prepared — is the most critical and significant factor in determining whether or not the completed building will be an honest representation of the architect's intent. Thus, it is up to the seller selected to take the architect's design, which was honestly executed, created with diligent care and craftsmanship, and embodies more quality than the specifications could reasonably call for, and turn it into a successful building.

There are several ways in which the "sellers list" can be compiled by the architect and owner. The most logical, and obviously the most intelligent, is to invite contractors of like abilities with proven reputations for integrity, dedication of purpose, and honest interpretation and execution of contract documents, to bid. Under this method, tensions and apprehensions created by the mere belief because the architect knows that these contractors will prepare their estimates with the above principles in mind. As a result, the opposing force will become a respected partner on the building team, one who will bring into partnership building experience, financial integrity, sound management, and a purpose allied with that of the owner and architect.

Unfortunately, this procedure today seems to be the exception rather than the rule. While architects and owners readily admit the desirability of competition on this level, the incredible notion arises that perhaps, on this high standard level, they might end up paying too much for their building. This thought is generated by noticing in construction reports that certain contractors have a habit of being low bidders by inordinate percentages. It is then reasoned that bargains are being offered by some contractors that they cannot — in the owner's interest or their own — afford to disregard.

There are no so-called bargains in construction. A building designed to cost $20 a
The pleasure is yours. The work is theirs. And when it comes to selling, the accent is always soft.

No one in the nationwide group called Producers' Council, Inc., would deny that selling is their motive. But all the 202 members and associate members realize that architects want to buy — not be sold — the products and services that turn ideas into solid buildings.

At its strongest, the sales pitch traditionally used by the Producers' Council is like a brush up course in building materials. This was the original intention when the American Institute of Architects set up a manufacturers' committee in 1921 to make more and better product information available to its members. In later years, the manufacturers themselves took over the job of promoting high quality materials and services. Now, the Producers' Council, with 48 chapters scattered around the country, works as an affiliate of the A.I.A., the single commercial group to have this status.

The chapters, all based in major cities, are almost independent. They build their own membership, keep an eye on architectural work going on in their own districts, organize and pay for a yearly program of events for nearby architects, engineers and home builders they hope to have as customers.

The Wisconsin chapter president, Robert E. Flannery, described a vigorous annual agenda worked out by his 37 members during their monthly business luncheons.

"We have four purely social events each year", said Mr. Flannery, Formica Corporation district manager in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan who took council office on May 27. "In the spring we have a theater party, a benefit for the Wisconsin Architects Foundation. The architects help pay for this. They buy their tickets at reduced prices, then we turn over half the amount to the foundation. We have a baseball party in the summer, and a golf outing in September, with dinner and prizes. In late December we hold a holiday party."

These events, he explained, serve only to introduce producers to consumers. Because the approach is salesmanship at its softest, council members are free to participate or not as their budgets allow. But since individual

(Continued overleaf)
cost is low, most members welcome the chance to meet some 200 potential customers who arrive for the social gatherings.

A Wisconsin chapter specialty is the *Hauslichkeit* party. Council members show their wares here. But to keep business from interrupting the beer pony pump, only products that fit on a card table are allowed.

To bring other areas of the state into their program, the council chapter splits into travel teams. A sales team arriving in Madison, Kenosha, perhaps, or Green Bay will hold a luncheon for 40 or 50 architects and specification writers from the region. Here they focus sharply on business, showing and explaining new products or new uses for old materials.

Even more intensive are "informational meetings" divided equally among council members. The evening meetings offer each firm one chance every three years to show its products exclusively. Harry Wittwer, council president until May, described an especially successful meeting held last year by

Joining hands after their election on May 27 are Milwaukee Producers’ Council officers (left-right): Herbert Rother, 2nd vice-president; Russell Sandboe, 1st vice-president; Robert Flannery, president; John Speaker, treasurer; and Ralph Rozanski, secretary.

A meeting on advertising practices in Washington, D.C. (above) brings council members in contact with home builders. Traveling exhibits (below) have toured the country for several years to bring the products of council members to architects, engineers and home builders.
Until this year, the council held an annual products exhibit, this one (above) in Dallas. The American Institute of Architects will manage the exhibits in the future. Shown at the council’s theater party (below) held at Milwaukee in March are (top row) Harry Wittwer, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Leonhouts, Mrs. Sheldon Segal, Mr. Segal (bottom row) Mrs. Wittwer and Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Klockson. The party was a benefit for the Wisconsin Architects Foundation.

It began with cocktails and dinner,” said Mr. Wittwer, Wisconsin sales representative for Kawneer metal products company. “After dinner, executives of the company demonstrated new glass products. Then they showed a color movie about the planning of a new bank building in Dallas. The whole product presentation lasted about an hour. I was at the speakers’ table, and I noticed very, very few people leaving. More than 200 architects and draftsmen saw that showing.”

The council’s soft sell must be effective, if one judges from the cost of membership. A single informational meeting can run expenses up to $1,000. Other events add to that. And national membership fees, paid by home offices to admit salesmen to all 48 chapters in the country, range from $500 to $1,500, depending on national sales volume of building products.

The national dues add up to nearly half the yearly $240,000 income of the council’s national office in Washington, D.C. The other half comes from an architectural education program and advertising revenue earned by the quarterly Technical Bulletin, a magazine of product data sent to 15,000 readers.

The money goes out almost as fast as it comes in, spent on publications, schooling programs, the Modular Building Standards Association and general operation.

“It’s a completely non-profit organization,” Mr. Flammery said. “The members come in to show and sell their products. But it’s an organization to serve the architect; that is our primary function.”
merit award:

Hilldale Shopping Center

Madison

ARCHITECTS: GRASSOLD-JOHNSON-WAGNER & ISLEY, INC.

DESIGN PROBLEM:

The problem was to design a strip shopping center on one level facing the main street and allowing all stores to have advertising signs facing the front. The site is sloping and was to have access to streets at the rear of the property which are 25 to 30 feet higher than the main street.

The area is a fast developing neighborhood on the west side of Madison, close to a state office building complex and extensive apartment and residential developments.

DESIGN SOLUTION:

The building row was angled to avoid monotony. A semi-mall was built along the department store. To unify buildings, the precast tee roof members were projected outward to form a strong canopy line and a continuous panel was suspended below the canopy to hold tenant signs. Plans provide for future expansion, including a theater and restaurant. The parking area holds 2,000 cars.

(Continued to page 17)
New way to finish concrete ceilings...

spray with Zonolite® PlasterTex®

beautiful texture . . . low cost, too!

Zonolite PlasterTex offers the fastest, easiest way to obtain beautifully textured walls and ceilings . . . and at the same time mask minor surface blemishes and joinings. Three grades provide a wide choice of textures for finishing plaster, plasterboard, block walls, and concrete surfaces. PlasterTex saves money and finishing headaches. Most applications cost less than two coats of paint . . . Write for samples of interior and exterior textures and complete information.

COARSE GRADE—A simulated acoustical finish for ceilings. Ideal for hiding imperfections in dry-wall joints and poured concrete.

MEDIUM GRADE—A high hiding "Sand-Float" finish for walls and ceilings.

FINE GRADE is also available for minimum hiding requirements.

Western Mineral Products Company

900 N. 43RD STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53208

Zonolite is a registered trade name of the Zonolite Div., W. R. Grace & Co.

PlasterTex is a registered trade name of Western Mineral Products Co.
merit award

(Continued from page 15)

CONSTRUCTION DATA:

The department store is built of reinforced concrete with face brick, glazed brick and precast concrete exterior walls. The store’s interior walls are plaster, fabric and wood; floors are of resilient tile and carpet; ceilings are plaster.

The small stores have masonry walls supporting the precast double tee roof. Their exterior walls are face brick, while interior materials vary from store to store.

Fluorescent and incandescent lighting is combined, but incandescent is used exclusively in the parking area. Stores are heated and cooled by individual units mounted on the roof and concealed by a metal grill. Total building area is 313,000 square feet. Project cost is $3,750,000.

JURY COMMENTS:

“As shopping centers go, it is better than most. The consistency and organization of the arcade and its signs are good. The site plan is not impressive with landscape not sufficiently prominent. A concept of controlled interior landscaped places would be desirable. A pedestrian focal point is needed.”
W.A.F. REPORT

In July, the nine directors of the Wisconsin Architects Foundation met a committee from the University of Wisconsin to discuss the possibility of an architectural curriculum within the university. Education committee members from the state chapter of the American Institute of Architects and individual architects also attended the meeting at Madison.

The university committee, headed by Dr. R. L. Clodius, vice-president of academic affairs in Madison, reported on a national study of educational facilities in the field of architecture and environmental design. The committee then offered recommendations on a future curriculum in Wisconsin.

State architects added their ideas on comprehensive environmental studies based on their personal experiences and several years of research begun under the direction of Karel Yasko. Architects who have shown great interest in the foundation's work toward education believe this approach to architectural studies can have the revolutionary impact of Bauhaus to Beaux Arts in its day.

In 1960, the state A.I.A. chapter proposed an accredited school of architecture, but it was not deemed possible at the time. A fresh approach to an architectural curriculum was put into motion with a letter of intent sent by Foundation President Roger M. Herbst to University President Fred Harrington on October 1, 1963. In the letter, the foundation offered to the university a pledge of money from its funds, the nucleus of an architectural library, aid in establishing a curriculum, fund solicitation and a future scholarship program to supplant current tuition aid. Results of the meeting will be released in the September issue of the Wisconsin Architect.

The foundation is now preparing tuition grants for the 1964-'65 academic year. Of the nine Wisconsin students who received financial aid during the 1963-64 year, two graduated in June, leaving seven students for further consideration. The directors will also consider six new applicants. To be eligible for tuition aid of $200 per semester or $400 per year, an architectural student must be a Wisconsin resident with high academic standing and need of financial aid. The student may apply by letter, enclosing a photograph. A letter from the dean of the student's school is highly instrumental in the decision of the directors.

The foundation's funds depend upon contributions from state A.I.A. members and their friends. While contributions from individual architects are vital to the foundation's work, the Women's Architectural League continues to be a prime supporter of the educational aid program. In June, the league promoted a theater party to benefit the foundation. The party attended a performance of 'Kiss Me Kate' at the Melody Top theater in Milwaukee and later a dinner at the Tripoli Country club. Half of the W.A.L. contribution will provide tuition aid while the other half will go into an invested fund established by the league for future scholarships.

Wisconsin Architects Foundation
4685 N. Wilshire Road
Milwaukee 11, Wisconsin
WO 2-5844

INSTANT ART

Precise copies of high-detail sculpture are easily made with a new rubber product now on the market, according to the General Electric Co. Known as RTV, the liquid silicone rubber is poured into a mold box holding the piece of sculpture. The rubber vulcanizes within eight hours at room temperature, within minutes if heated. Nearly any casting material can be used in the non-sticking, flexible mold. Company booklet CDS-191 describing the product is available at no cost from the Silicone Products Department, Waterford, New York.
square foot cannot be built for $15 a square foot and still be the same building. And yet, how many architects and owners are there who do not comprehend this basic economic fact so eloquently and yet so simply set forth in the old truism: "You get exactly what you pay for." Nor do all architects realize the all-important fact that any given contractor, on any given job, can be the low bidder if he really wants to be and is willing to sacrifice both material and workmanship quality.

It is here that the crux of the moral and ethical structure of bidding practice lies. It quite boldly and unequivocally draws a sharp line between the architect and owner on one side, and the contractor on the other. It establishes two separate and distinct camps instead of a team concept and unity of interests.

To be the low bidder by any marked degree, beyond what could be considered close bidding, requires that something called for in the specifications be left out or assigned minimal value. For the bargain contractor, the general conditions and special conditions segments of the specifications are a wonderfully lucrative place to begin the process of prostitution.

For example: What is a superintendent? To the legitimate and owner-architect - conscious contractor, a superintendent means a full-time, wholly competent individual who is in charge of the entire project and all trades under his jurisdiction under the contract documents. He is competent not only in the basic trades of concrete, masonry, and carpentry, but also in the mechanical trades which today are growing in scope and complexity. Good superintendence is good job management, and efficient management is the general contractor's most significant contribution to the proper and intelligent execution of the plans and specifications. No single tradesman or any foreman representing a particular trade on a given project is concerned with planning the logical sequence of a vast number of operations, or in particular, viewing the job as a whole.

Without proper superintendence, each trade would conceivably operate with complete independence and without direction, thus creating a situation which would result in chaos.

The bargain contractor approaches this appalling condition because his definition of a superintendent is perhaps a carpenter foreman, who is reasoned to be the first one on the job and the last to leave. Accordingly, it is felt that this foreman is in an excellent position to see what is going on. This rather dubious thinking can result in a saving to the bargain contractor of approximately $15,000 on a project scheduled for completion in from ten to twelve months.

Other requirements under general and special conditions are also susceptible to the unique form of lip service rendered by the bargain price fraternity. Here, specific requirements are arbitrarily discounted and, in effect, not assigned realistic dollar values. The list can be extensive and might include the following: a watchman; temporary job facilities such as storage shanties, and office quarters; job utilities; temporary heat; permits and fees; project sign; project housekeeping; final job clean-up.

If these things were not necessary, they would not be called for. But, it so happens that they are both necessary and important, and every reputable contractor will assign full value to these services. It is patently dishonest to disregard them with the intention of arguing about their necessity at a later date, after the contract has been signed. Thus, it is absolutely necessary that every aspect of the job be taken into consideration by the contractor, and by the architect as well.

One of the general contractor's greatest responsibilities is to associate with subcontractors who possess the highest skill and knowledge of their trade, high ethical standards and established reputations for integrity and quality workmanship. Only in this way can the continuity of excellence and dedication to the owner's interest be fulfilled, because a chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

Subcontractors in this category are certainly not selected by "letting your fingers do the walking through the yellow pages" of the telephone book. Selection can be made only on the basis of experience, and if not, through careful and systematic inquiry, actual examination of work performed and references of other owners and architects. It is in this selection, even at the bidding stage, that the reputable contractor stands as a bastion against all attempts that would undermine the quality of the job as set forth in the specifications.

Architects too should exercise more than ordinary care in the selection of general contractors as bidders. The current and seemingly ever-increasing practice of expanding bidding lists to ridiculous length, and the inclusion of bidders who, if they were more meticulously analyzed would be found to be unfit, is only demoralizing the construction industry. It is a futile and cynical defense to say: What difference does it make, because, after all, most contractors are alike and the performance and payment bond requirements on most projects assures the architect and owner that they have nothing in the world to worry about.

This incredible philosophy can lead only to disaster. In the first place, all contractors are not alike, and for a good and honest appraisal of this fact all the architect has to do is to get the opinions of subcontractors who have worked with various contracting firms. The qualified and competent contractor is discouraged from bidding jobs under these casual and irresponsible attitudes, because he realizes that to be the low bidder he would have no other choice but to compromise his ethical standards of quality.

To pursue this route means that the owner and architect are left desolate and alone, adrift on the wild and tumultuous sea of semantics involving endless interpretations of the specifications. The team cannot be a team, because half of it is running in the opposite direction. Having bid the job with no profit, and arbitrarily taking one exception after the other with the specifications, the bargain contractor must find ways and means of improving his dismal situation. The unhappy result is unmerciful bid shopping, with the eventual assemblage of mediocre and marginal subcontractors, persistent assaults against the architect with substitutions of materials, and the incessant submission of claims for extras predicated on contrived omissions or discrepancies in the plans and specifications.

The end result can only be constant aggravation on the part of the architect, a disgraceful waste of time and money occasioned by bickering — with the attendant delay in the completion of the building — and, worst of all, the gnawing suspicion that the completed building may not in many ways be what it was originally intended to be, a quality structure.

REPRINTED THROUGH THE COURTESY OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
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Jersey's federal Senator Harrison Williams. In the final three hours of the program, two prominent city experts, Albert Mayer of New York and Francis D. Lothbridge of Washington, D.C., both architects and A.I.A. members, investigated the city as a physical structure.

A new addition to A.I.A. conventions were nine workshops, held on Thursday afternoon. Led by acknowledged experts, each specialized in a single topic and explored it intensively. Among workshop subjects were accounts and taxes, job development, lighting and acoustic systems, urban transportation and the legal side of architecture. Delegates were free to join discussions, sit in or move from one seminar to the next at will.

After dark, conventioners pushed aside business and got down to the business of pleasure. An open-air performance of "My Fair Lady" drew 100 of them Monday night and as many on Wednesday. Under the waver lamps of Gaslight Square a Monday evening party for the A.I.A. introduced members to the city's outdoor art showings, street vendors, theaters and nightclubs.

Ladies got together Tuesday for a champagne brunch. That evening, they joined the men for a Mississippi cruise. At the riverfront, the symbol of this year's national gathering came to life as conventioners toured the massive, uncompleted Gateway Arch and its underground visitors' center. Here they saw a memorial to Eero Saarinen, who designed the 630 foot stainless steel span in 1948 to commemorate the country's expansion beyond the Mississippi. Work on the weighted catenary has stopped short of 300 feet so the project, enormously complicated by its own immensity, can be resurveyed. Even day by day surveying has been infinitely precise, performed at night, when temperatures on all three sides are equal, to avert even the slightest deviation that could prevent perfect closure at the top. When the two legs reach 500 feet, a spreader truss will link them while higher sections are placed. An 80 ton scissors jack will part the legs when the $12 million arch is ready for its keystone section.

Children had their own spot on the schedule, with tours to a collection of historical miniatures, the science and history museum and the city's Forest Park zoo.

On Wednesday evening, architectural students met the year's award winners while delegates and their wives visited the homes of St. Louis colleagues.

The final social events drew all the conventioners to an annual dinner Thursday evening where new A.I.A. fellows were invested. President J. Roy Carroll Jr. made his last official remarks before leaving office and the general program ended with the architects' ball.

Both the city and the host chapter went far beyond their obligations to welcome the convention and make it a success, said Wisconsin Chapter Executive Secretary Mrs. Jane Richards, who arrived in St. Louis on June 14.

"The business sessions were shorter than usual, and far from dull," she continued, "That was because the road was paved before the convention so the business could go quickly, almost mechanically.

"A.I.A. headquarters in Washington said the workshops were especially successful. They were testing the idea this year. Afterwards, the workshops were so highly praised that they will be a part of future conventions.

"The convention as a whole had more of a message than ever before. In taking the city as its theme, it was consistent with growth in the scope of architecture to look beyond single buildings into the whole surroundings," Mrs. Richards said.
The Executive committee of the Wisconsin Chapter of the American Institute of Architects met on June 26 at the Simon House restaurant in Madison. The following members were present: James Angus, Paul Graven, Roger M. Herbst, Emil Korenic, Maynard Meyer, Mark A. Pfaller, Leonard H. Reinke, Donald M. Schoepke, Norman Sommers, Allen J. Strang and Robert Yarbro.

The A.I.A. has proposed a national membership growth program, setting a goal at 2,000 and asking cooperation from chapters all over the country. The Wisconsin Chapter received a complete list of architects registered in the state. The national office requested that the Wisconsin Chapter determine potential members on this list. The matter was referred to the chapter Membership committee.

Since the bylaw changes of April 29 will affect all membership classifications, copies of the annual membership meeting minutes will be sent to all members of the chapter, rather than only corporate and associate members, as in the past. The minutes were approved for distribution.

Maintaining the usual liaison between the Architectural division of the Wisconsin Registration Board of Architects and Professional Engineers and the Executive committee of this chapter, members of the state board appeared before the meeting to report on their current activities. Board committees are now involved in several serious interruptions of the statutes.

Wisconsin Chapter officers who attended the national A.I.A. convention at St. Louis in June reported on the meeting. Generally, this convention was probably the best in the history of A.I.A. conventions. The Executive committee forwarded congratulations to the host chapter in St. Louis.

Lake Lawn Lodge at Delavan was approved as the site of the Wisconsin Chapter's 1965 convention, which will be held May 3 to 6.

The Public Relations and Exhibits committee received approval of an appropriation for a traveling architectural exhibition program. The exhibit will be built to facilitate transportation throughout the state. It will be available to members, for public display, on request.

The new specifications format was also discussed. The completely new procedure will be available to all members in November. The format has evolved through the cooperation of the A.I.A., the Associated General Contractors and the Construction Specifications Institute. It is offered as a greatly simplified and more effective method of producing all specifications.

The meeting adjourned at 5:20 p.m.

### STATE BOARD ACTS AGAINST FOUR

An injunction restraining Bruno Lunardi, of Highland Park, Illinois, from practising architecture or describing himself as qualified to do so in Wisconsin was entered in Dane county court on June 22. The state registration board of architects and engineers brought the action due to advertising in a Wisconsin newspaper.

The board also suspended the engineering certificate of Donald E. Forbes, 3345 Nassau Drive, Brookfield, for 30 days from July 1. Mr. Forbes allegedly signed plans for a Milwaukee apartment building that were prepared by persons outside his employ. He held no engineering contract with the building's owner, the board also said.

On July 6, the board entered an injunction in Dane county court restraining the Charles Spokane Bank Building and Equipment Company of Pittsburgh, and Charles Spokane, from offering or practising architectural or engineering services, stating that the firm is not qualified to design or build banks under the Wisconsin registration law.

Also on July 6, Dane county court issued an injunction restraining the firm of Television Engineers, Inc., of Madison, from using the word "engineers" in its name. Board spokesmen said the firm is not qualified to imply that it offers engineering services.

### ASSOCIATES

- **Ronald D. Hansche**
  - Born: Racine, February 1, 1937
  - Residence: 650 Otter Ave., Oshkosh
  - Firm: Irion & Reinke, Oshkosh
  - Former status: Junior Associate

- **William J. Murphy**
  - Born: Cork, Ireland, August 13, 1931
  - Residence: 1321 N. Prospect Ave., Milwaukee
  - Firm: University of Wisconsin
  - Former status: New member

- **John B. Shepherd**
  - Born: Marshfield, March 4, 1933
  - Residence: 504 N. 99th St., Wauwatosa
  - Firm: John B. Shepherd, Milwaukee
  - Former status: New member

### JUNIOR ASSOCIATES

- **Richard J. Debban**
  - Born: Green Bay, March 7, 1943
  - Residence: 1177 Shadlow Lane, Green Bay
  - Firm: Nichols & Brummel, Green Bay
  - Former status: New member

- **Albert M. Michejda**
  - Born: Pamatka, Poland, November 11, 1939
  - Residence: 1711 Campus Lane, Madison
  - Firm: Weiler & Strang and Associates, Madison
  - Former status: New member

- **Joseph D. Russo**
  - Born: Cicero, Illinois, July 13, 1926
  - Residence: Route 3, Wautoma
  - Firm: Donn Hougen, Architect, Wisconsin Rapids
  - Former status: New member

- **Karl Schubert**
  - Born: Winona, June 6, 1933
  - Residence: 1502 S. 30th St., La Crosse
  - Former status: New member

### A.I.A. AWARDS SIX

Six architects from all over the United States were selected to compete in the final stage of a national competition for the design of a new American Institute of Architects headquarters in Washington, D.C. The new building will stand behind the historic Octagon house. The headquarters building now on the site will be demolished. Each finalist received $5,000. The author of the winning design will be employed as architect for the project.
Is fire resistance your problem?

USS GARYLITE Expanded Slag lightweight aggregate contains no volatile or combustible materials, so it gives concrete excellent fire resistance. It makes 8-inch walls 23 to 117% more fire resistant and 4-inch walls 41 to 78% more fire resistant than other aggregates, (Portland Cement Association tests). GARYLITE concrete meets UL fire-resistance requirements with 21 to 42% less wall thickness than any of eight other aggregates tested. And masonry units made with USS GARYLITE have more pleasing color and texture, better nailability. They are compatible with other building materials and provide better sound absorption and thermal insulation. For more information on the best coarse or fine lightweight aggregate—USS GARYLITE SLAG—call or write United States Steel, Raw Materials Sales, at any of the following offices: 208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60690 (Area Code 312) 236-9200; 209 Broadway Bldg., Lorain, Ohio 44052 (Area Code 216) 245-6897; 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230 (Area Code 412) 391-2345. USS and GARYLITE are registered trademarks.
The man from BARCOL provides the proof...
Barcol Overdoors save money for your client

The man from Barcol has the facts... PROVEN PERFORMANCE STANDARDS THAT MEET DOOR REQUIREMENTS. He will help you establish accurate and reliable specifications insuring the right overhead-type door for every installation.

The man from Barcol is a door specialist who is well qualified to anticipate and prevent common door problems, identify penalty your client would pay with inadequate, inferior-quality doors... justify initial cost of door equipment and help you determine a firm, accurate budget figure (with alternate choices, if required) at the preliminary planning stage.

Put the man from Barcol in your starting lineup. As a member of your staging team, he has the documented evidence that Barcol Overdoors will provide more efficient materials handling... more effective plant maintenance... more accurate temperature control... more convenient door operation, manual or automatic. They all add up to more savings for your client.

Contact the man from Barcol NOW.

There's a BARCOL man near you...

ILLINOIS
Barcol Overdoor Company
110 Mill Street
Rockford, Illinois
Phone: 815-965-8653

IOWA
Barcol Overdoors of Dubuque
62 S. Algona
Dubuque, Iowa
Phone: 319-583-6618

WISCONSIN
Green Bay
Northern Metal & Roofing Co.
510 N. Webster Ave.
Phone: 414-432-7719

Madison
Paul M. Treichel Co.
1224 University Bay Drive
Phone: 608-233-1318

Milwaukee
J. F. Cook Co.
2320 W. Greenfield Ave.
Phone: 414-384-3333

Wausau
Barcol Overdoors of Wausau
102 Bridge Street
Phone: 715-842-4493

BARCOL OVERDOOR COMPANY
SHEFFIELD, ILLINOIS
Subsidiary Barber-Colman Company, Rockford, Illinois
WORLD'S FAIR DISPLAY HOSPITAL
BUILT AT HALF USUAL EXPENSE

Attracting serious attention at the New York World's Fair is a prefabricated hospital that answers the medical needs and financial problems of a small community.

Built at a cost of $15,000 per bed — half the initial cost of a conventional hospital — the 40 patient building is both a display and a working emergency medical center for the fair. The windowless structure, 100 feet in diameter, is constructed mainly of light weight Alcoa Alphalumium panels, enamelled white outside and covered with textured plastic inside. Foam plastic provides insulation, sandwiched between the double metal walls. According to the designer, Dr. Hugh MacGuire who directs a similar experimental hospital in Montgomery, Alabama, the building can be mass produced, easily transported and quickly assembled.

The interior is divided into concentric circles for efficiency. A central core holds operating rooms and treatment areas. Doors connect the core to wedge shaped patient rooms. A circular corridor rings the entire building, allowing visitors to reach all patient rooms without hindering medical workers or contaminating treatment areas.

Dr. MacGuire said the building is suitable not only for small communities and suburban areas located far from central medical facilities, but for newly developing countries with immediate needs and limited budgets as well. He also said the structure could be used as a self-contained treatment area on the grounds of crowded existing hospitals.

Known as the Atomedic hospital, the building was financed by 75 commercial donors from all over the United States. A national team of 11 medical experts now studying the hospital's operation will draw up recommendations to perfect its design when the fair closes.
How much will your new building cost?

Build the most economically with the DUWE SYSTEM

NEWEST ADVANCE IN PRECAST CONSTRUCTION

There are several sound reasons why the Duwe System offers economy and permanence. Among them are these significant points —

- 2-Hour Underwriters' Rating.
- Exceptional insulating and acoustical values.
- Fast construction — no delay of other trades; saving in time, money.
- Immediate and continuing savings, including insurance premiums.
- Strength and permanence.
- Low maintenance.

Precision casting, pre-curing, installation by factory-trained crews — all assure you of the finest construction. There's more to tell. Phone or write for full facts on the unique, new Duwe System.

DUWE PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.
P. O. Box 1277 • Phone 414/231-3980
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN
These are our tools — What are yours?

What is an architect's most used tool of his trade? We think it's his imagination.

If it wasn't for his imagination we might all still be living in adobe houses or log cabins. Or maybe in no houses at all.

Imagination is the mother of invention. And invention is the revolutionizing force behind our ever expanding economy.

Build a better mouse trap. First think, and when your mind snaps maybe you've got it!

Build a better structure. First think. Think some more. And some more. Imagine how it will look. How it will be built. What tools will you need. What craftsmen will have to man those tools.


We'll lend you our tools if we can borrow yours.

Specify genuine lath and

PLASTER
it lasts

MILWAUKEE AREA BUREAU FOR LATHING AND PLASTERING
3274 North 77th Street, Milwaukee 22, Wisconsin  •  Call A. T. Krueger at HI 2-4650
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The man from Barcol is a door specialist who is well qualified to anticipate and prevent common door problems, identify penalty your client would pay with inadequate, inferior-quality doors... justify initial cost of door equipment and help you determine a firm, accurate budget figure (with alternate choices, if required) at the preliminary planning stage.

Put the man from Barcol in your starting lineup. As a member of your staging team, he has the documented evidence that Barcol Overdoors will provide more efficient materials handling... more effective plant maintenance... more accurate temperature control... more convenient door operation, manual or automatic. They all add up to more savings for your client.
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WORLD'S FAIR DISPLAY HOSPITAL
BUILT AT HALF USUAL EXPENSE

Attracting serious attention at the New York World's Fair is a prefabricated hospital that answers the medical needs and financial problems of a small community.

Built at a cost of $15,000 per bed — half the initial cost of a conventional hospital — the 40 patient building is both a display and a working emergency medical center for the fair. The windowless structure, 100 feet in diameter, is constructed mainly of light weight Alcoa Alphyl aluminum panels, enameled white outside and covered with textured plastic inside. Foam plastic provides insulation, sandwiched between the double metal walls. According to the designer, Dr. Hugh MacGuire who directs a similar experimental hospital in Montgomery, Alabama, the building can be mass produced, easily transported and quickly assembled.

The interior is divided into concentric circles for efficiency. A central core holds operating rooms and treatment areas. Doors connect the core to wedge shaped patient rooms. A circular corridor rings the entire building, allowing visitors to reach all patient rooms without hindering medical workers or contaminating treatment areas.

Dr. MacGuire said the building is suitable not only for small communities and suburban areas located far from central medical facilities, but for newly developing countries with immediate needs and limited budgets as well. He also said the structure could be used as a self-contained treatment area on the grounds of crowded existing hospitals.

Known as the Atomic hospital, the building was financed by 75 commercial donors from all over the United States. A national team of 11 medical experts now studying the hospital's operation will draw up recommendations to perfect its design when the fair closes.

SPRAY-O-BOND
STOPS COSTLY BUILDING DETERIORATION

Spray-O-Bond was chosen to do the exterior masonry restoration on the impressive First National Bank Building — one of Oshkosh's landmarks. The program included cleaning the Indiana limestone facing with high-pressure water, followed by cutting out and tuckpointing defective mortar joints and recouling window and door openings. Finally, the exterior was waterproofed with a special silicone designed for limestone.

Spray-O-Bond experts have serviced Wisconsin buildings since 1926. Every job is guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials. For survey and free estimate, contact us...

First National Bank,
Oshkosh —
an example of Spray-O-Bond workmanship.

- Tuckpointing
- Waterproofing
- Cleaning
- Concrete Restoration

Building Restoration Contractors
SPRAY-O-BOND CO.
2225 N. Humboldt Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53212
Franklin 2-3800
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